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I. INTRODUCTION 
The characters of a script can be grouped into; alphabets, numerals, and special symbols. While alphabets are 

used to convey messages, numerals are used for the measurement of quantity and counting. The decimal number 

system is used in most of the scripts. The decimal number system consists of ten numeral values corresponding 

to zero to nine. These ten numeral values are represented by ten different glyphs. The scripts of different 

languages have their own glyphs to denote the decimal number values. The Kannada script uses decimal number 

system. The Kannada language is the official and administrative language of Karnataka, one of the South Indian 

states of India. The script uses ten glyphs to represent ten decimal numbers. 

Numeral data can be either machine printed or handwritten. Handwritten numeral data is further divided into 

offline handwritten data and online handwritten data. The machine printed and offline handwritten data are 

available in the image form. Therefore, optical character recognition (OCR) methods are used to recognize these 

numeral data types. The online handwritten data is in the form of two-dimensional coordinates of successive 

points of writing. The online handwritten data may contain one or more than one strokes. A stroke is a trajectory 

generated from the starting of writing to the end of writing. For the recognition of machine printed and offline 

handwritten numeral data, OCR methods are used. For online handwritten data, online handwritten character 

recognition methods are used.  

Handwritten character recognition works have been the active research for few decades. Numerous efforts can 

be found in the literature on the design and development of recognition systems for machine printed, offline 

handwritten, and online handwritten characters. But the work carried out for Indian scripts is less when 

compared to other scripts. In addition, not enough research efforts work can be found for Kannada characters 

when compared to other Indian scripts. The work carried out to design the recognition modules for Kannada 

handwritten numerals can be grouped into offline handwritten numeral recognition modules and online 

handwritten recognition modules. There are some efforts carried out to design the offline handwritten 

recognition modules. In [1], the modified quadratic recognition modules are proposed to recognize the 

handwritten numerals of six Indian scripts. The six Indian scripts are; Devnagari, Bangla, Telugu, Oriya, 

Kannada and Tamil. Similarly, recognition systems for handwritten numerals for three South Indian scripts, 

Kannada, Tamil, and Telugu are proposed in [2] and the recognition systems for the Kannada and English 
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numerals are designed in [3]. Many researchers have worked on the design and development of the recognition 

modules exclusively for the offline handwritten Kannada numerals. Some of them are given in the next section.  

In [4], directional chain code information of contour points of characters and quadratic classifiers are used to 

recognize the offline handwritten Kannada numerals. In [5], the projection distance metrics and general 

regression neural network are used to recognize the unconstrained handwritten Kannada numerals. Character 

recognition system for both machine printed and offline handwritten numerals is proposed in [6]. Similar work 

for the recognition of handwritten Kannada numerals can be found in[7-10].  

As explained in the previous sections, there are some efforts made to design and develop the recognition modules 

for handwritten Kannada numerals. Based on the literature survey, there are only two efforts [11] and [12] made 

to design the recognition modules exclusively for online handwritten Kannada numerals. In [11], the features 

extracted from the online handwritten Kannada numerals are transformed to PCA subspace. Then the 

performance of subspace algorithms LDA and OLDA are evaluated in the PCA transformed subspace. In [12], 

HMM based two-stage classifier is designed to improve the recognition performance of online handwritten 

Kannada numeral recognition system. Since both of these recognition modules require two-level feature 

extraction and two-stage classification, the recognition modules demand more system resources and recognition 

time. To overcome these limitations, in the present work, writing direction feature with single-stage classification 

is designed.   

 

II. ONLINE HANDWRITTEN DATABASE 
The online handwritten numeral data used in the present work is collected from the native writers of Kannada by 

using Tablet PC. Figure 1 shows the sample of offline handwritten Kannada numerals and the corresponding 

Indo-Arabic numerals. The online handwritten Kannada numeral data sample corresponding to Indo-Arabic 

numeral 3 is shown in Fig. 2.   

 

 
Fig. 1. Handwritten data sample of Kannada numerals and the correspondingIndo-Arabic numerals 

 

 
Fig. 2. Online handwritten Kannada numeral sample corresponding to Indo-Arabic numeral 3. 

 

III. PREPROCESSING 

The online handwritten Kannada numeral data consists of the x- and y-coordinate values as shown in Fig. 2. The 

collected data is subjected to various preprocessing stages. The data is filtered using a Gaussian low-pass filter. 

The filtered data is resampled in space by using linear interpolation technique so that all character samples have 

thirty numbers of samples. Then, they are size normalized so that every character fit into a bounding box of size 

[0, 1] in both horizontal and vertical directions. 
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IV. FEATURE EXTRACTION 
Let the vector P indicate the preprocessed online handwritten numeral data sample.  

P = [p1 , p2, p3 ,………… . p30]   (1) 

 

Where the vectors, pi =  mi , ni  are given by,  

mi = (xi −  xmin )/(xmax −  xmin )   (2) 

 

ni = (yi −  ymin )/(ymax −  ymin )   (3) 

 

In Equations (2) and (3), the values  xmin , xmax   and  ymin , ymax   correspond to minimum and maximum values 

of horizontal and vertical coordinate values. The direction feature value (θcos , θsin ) is the cosine and sine angle 

subtended at a data point mi , ni . These values of handwriting direction are computed by using relations given 

in Equations (4) and (5) respectively [13]. 

 

θcos =  cos−1  
xi−1− xi+1

di
       (4) 

 

θsin =  sin−1  
yi−1− yi+1

di
      (5) 

 

Where,    di =   (xi−1 − xi+1)2 + (yi−1 −  yi+1)2 (6) 

 

By using the above computations, the direction feature vector F is formed as shown in Equation (7). 

 

F23 = {(θcos 1 , θsin 1)T ,  θcos 2 , θsin 2 
T ,… . ,  θcosN , θsinN  T} (7) 

  

V. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION 
The collected online handwritten numeral database consists of 140 handwritten data samples per numeral pattern. 

Therefore, the database comprises of 1400 handwritten data samples corresponding to ten Kannada numerals. To 

realize the writer independent online handwritten numeral recognition, the database is partitioned into a disjoint 

set of training and testing data sets. Out of the 140 data samples per class, first 70 data samples are used to train 

the recognition module and the remaining 70 data samples are used for testing the trained recognition module. 

Therefore, out of 1400 numeral data samples corresponding to ten numerals, 700 data samples are used for testing 

the remaining 700 data samples are used for testing.  The simulation experiments are carried out by using 

MATLAB.  

The collected handwritten numeral data samples are subjected to preprocessing. To eliminate the noises like jitter 

and repeated data points, the raw handwritten data are filtered by using Gaussian low pass filter. In order to have 

the common number of data points in each numeral data, the filtered data are resampling in space so that each 

data samples have 30 numbers of data points. To overcome the writing position variations of data samples, the 

resampled data sample are size normalized so that each data fits into a bounding box size of unit length. Then, 

using the relations given in the feature extraction section, the direction features are extracted. The extracted 

features are mapped to lower-dimensional feature space by using OLDA [14]. The subspace features extracted 

from the training data are used to train the recognition module. While testing, each of the test samples is subjected 

to preprocessing and feature extraction steps. The extracted features are mapped to OLDA subspace. The 

subspace mapped test sample is tested against the trained data models by using nearest neighbor classifier. The 

average recognition accuracies achieved for sine of handwriting direction feature, cosine of handwriting direction 

feature, and for the combination of these two features is given in Table 1. Table 1 reveals that the maximum 

average recognition accuracy of 98.6% is achieved with the proposed system.   

In the earlier work reported in [12], the average recognition accuracy of   96.9% has been obtained. The 

recognition scheme requires the two-level subspace mapping. In the first level, the extracted features are mapped 

to PCA subspace. And in the second level, the PCA subspace features are mapped to OLDA subspace before 

training and testing the recognition module. In [13], to improve the recognition performance of online 

handwritten numeral recognition module, two-stage HMM classifier has been used and the maximum average 

recognition accuracy of 98.5% is achieved. In both of these modules, multiple features have been used. Compared 

to these two recognition modules, the numeral database used in the present work consists of more number of user 

data samples. In addition, the proposed system has yielded the better recognition accuracy with the single-stage 

classification by adopting the direction feature comprising of cosine and sine angle values of handwriting 

trajectory. Even though there is a marginal improvement in the average recognition accuracy in the proposed 

system when compared to the scheme in [13], the proposed recognition scheme is better because the system is a 
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single-stage classifier and it used single feature. In total, the performance of the proposed system is better when 

compared the earlier two schemes in terms of improved average recognition accuracy for the more number of 

user data samples and reduced recognition time and system resources requirements.  

 

TABLE 1 AVERAGE RECOGNITION ACCURACY WITH 700 SAMPLES FORTRAINING AND 700 SAMPLES FOR TESTING. 
Feature Average Recognition Accuracy in % 

Cosine of writing 
direction feature 

90.7% 

Sine of writing direction 

feature 

95.9% 

Combined Cosine and 
Sine of writing direction 

features 

 
98.6% 

 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, the work carried out to design the recognition module for online handwritten Kannada numerals is 

discussed. The collected online handwritten numeral data samples are subjected to preprocessing and feature 

extraction. The direction features are extracted from the preprocessed numeral data samples. The extracted 

direction features are mapped to lower-dimensional feature space using OLDA. The nearest neighbor classifier is 

used to classify the test data sample. The maximum average recognition accuracy 98.57% is obtained.  
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